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Synopsis    We report on a combined experimental and theoretical study of cusp electrons emitted at zero de-

grees in 24-MeV collisions of open-shell O6+(1s2s) projectiles with He targets. Theoretical cusp DDCS results, 

obtained within the CDW-EIS framework, are compared to the measurements, showing an overall good agree-

ment. Details on the contributions of the ECC and ELC processes from the different ion cores are discussed.  

 
Fast ion-atom collisions involving unpaired 

electrons have proven to be a powerful tool for 

studying subtle dynamic aspects of fundamental 

processes. In this report, we present a combined 

theoretical and experimental investigation on 

the processes of electron capture to the continu-

um (ECC) and electron loss to the continuum 

(ELC), for fast ion-atom collisions involving 

open-shell projectiles. Specifically, we studied 

the sharp cusp peak of the electrons emitted at 

zero degrees with respect to the projectile ve-

locity, bearing the signatures of ECC and ELC, 

in collisions of 24-MeV pre-excited O6+(1s2s) 

ions with He gas targets.  

The experimental cusp DDCS electron spec-

tra were obtained by applying our double meas-

urement technique, involving a measurement 

with a mixed-state O6+(1s2, 1s2s) and a meas-

urement with a ground state O6+(1s2) beam [1]. 

The measurements were conducted using an 

electrostatic single-stage hemispherical deflec-

tor spectrograph operating at the NCSR "Dem-

okritos" 5.5 MV tandem accelerator laboratory 

[2]. The theoretical DDCS calculations were 

obtained within the continuum distorted-wave 

eikonal initial-state (CDW-EIS) framework [3]. 

A direct comparison between the DDCS of the 

CDW-EIS results and the measurements are 

presented in figure 1, showing an overall good 

agreement [4]. Details on the contributions of 

the ECC and ELC processes from the different 

orbitals of the ion cores are discussed. 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical and experimental DDCS of 

cusp electrons for collisions of 24-MeV open-shell 

O6+(1s2s) ions with He gas targets. 
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